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Outcomes    
LinguisKc	Scholarship	
Village	schools	
Laklano	web	portal	
Photo	idenKficaKon	
Myths	classified	/	organized	
Were	cataloged	326	stories	,	many	of	which	are	different	versions	of	
same	myth	with	variaKons	of	characters	or	scenes	,	dialogues	or	addiKonal	elements	
not	narrated	in	a	version	but	in	other	versions	with	more	or	less	detail	
a	fact	and	even	complementary	versions	of	a	narraKve	marked	by	Jules	Henry	
in	some	others.	We	found	7	narraKves	with	the	version	in	the	indigenous	language	and	
Jules	Henry	translaKon	of	which	one	had	already	been	published	by	him	in	the	work	Jungle	People	
(1941)	.	
	
Of	total	pages	,	270	are	registered	in	phoneKc	transcripKon	without	any	disallowance	or	translaKon	of	Jules	Henry	,	and	only	on	one	page	
there	is	reference	to	the	Ktle	of	narraKve	that	follows,	as	shown	exemplary	in	Annex	1.	In	the	first	observaKon	researcher,	these	seem	to	be	
the	pages	containing	the	narraKves	and	myths	collected	in	his	first.	
Other	673	pages	are	in	English,	typewrieen	,	with	the	Ktle	narraKve	and	,	in	many	cases	,	names	of	characters	phoneKcally	transcribed	by	
hand,	as	shown	exemplary	in	Annex	2.	It	is	possible	that	many	of	these	narraKves	typed	already	in	English	corresponding	to	other	contained	
in	the	group	of	270	pages	in	transcripKon	PhoneKc	only	.	These	pages	in	English,	34	have	set	Ktle	
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2	or	less	 3	or	more	

